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Abstract 
Microcomputer auxiliary power switching device turn-on time is generally 70ms ~ 80ms, when some loads are 
sensitive and require short switching time that a few milliseconds or less, the microcomputer auxiliary power 
switching devices can not meet the requirements, which requires faster switching devices. Power electronic switch is 
a fast open-off switch device to meet the sensitive load requirements on switching time. This article mainly 
introduced the application of power electronic switch as high voltage quick switching device, and analyzed harmonic 
problems of power electronic switch. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
Work started by the auxiliary contact switch input standby power from traditional power plants backup 
power switch device (BZT) exist some disadvantages such as the low switching success rate, the slow 
switching speed, large impulse current and so on. At present large-capacity generators widely use 
microcomputer auxiliary power switching devices, and improve the switching success rate. 
Microcomputer auxiliary power switching device turn-on time is generally 70ms ~ 80ms, and satisfy 
therequirements of most electrical equipment. [1-3]However, if some loads are sensitive and require short 
switching time that a few milliseconds or less, then the microcomputer auxiliary power switching devices 
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can not meet the requirements, which requires faster switching devices. Power electronic switch is a fast 
open-off switch device to meet the sensitive load requirements on switching time. The following 
discussion that power electronic applications use in the high-voltage quick switching devices, analyzing 
different power electronic switching capacity and operating characteristics, thus applying power electronic 
switch as high voltage quick switching devices, and analyze some of the problems that may exist.[4-5] 
2. Power electronic high voltage quick switching device. 
2.1. Main circuit structure 
Through analyze to the power electronic switching devices, we know that they can be used as high 
voltage quick switching and its main circuit can be divided into two forms. 
Use power electronic switch directly or combine power electronic switch and circuit breaker to achieve 
high voltage quick switching [5-6]. 
Main circuit can directly use power electronic switching device switch to achieve high voltage quick 
switching, shown as figure 1(a), triac used to switch, When the main power grid is outage, in order to 
ensure sensitive load far away from effects, we should immediately switch to standby power, and at this 
time give triac control pole a continuous electrical level that will ensure switch complete. On the occasion 
of high voltage application, we can use cascade technology which ensure capacity to meet requirements. 
Another circuit is that combining power electronic switch and circuit breaker to achieve high voltage 
quick switching. Shown as figure 1(b), triac and circuit breaker are used together. Because circuit breaker 
conduction and off time is usually tens of milliseconds, parallel triac make up static switch. When the 
main power grid is outage, triggerring static switch, and close up circuit breaker at the same time. Static 
switch fast response, conduction before circuit breaker, the orders of magnitude which is opening of the 
time of SCR is microseconds, after conduction period of time, closing up circuit breaker, the current flow 
of static switch change to the circuit breaker branch. 
                  
Fig. 1. (a)Main circuit structure 1; (b) Main circuit structure 2 
2.2. The structure and principle of device 
Power electronic high voltage quick switch is mainly composed by detection circuit, main circuit and 
control circuit. Shown as figure 2, detection circuit test main circuit voltage, when testing to the main 
circuit voltage suddenly disappears, quickly deliver signal information to control circuit, control circuit 
sent control signal, main circuit is conducted, so that the standby power access the load. Prevent major 
accidents and loss. 
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Fig. 2. The structure and principle of device 
3. Power electronic switch harmonic problems  
Power electronic device is non-linear, so it must be exist harmonic and hazard to safe and stable 
operation of power system, hazards of harmonic to electric power system have the following aspects [7-8]. 
3.1. The hazard of harmonic to electric power capacitor 
With the increasing of the harmonic voltage, the capacitor will age faster, the loss factor and the added 
losses of the capacitor will enlarge, thus the capacitor will break down easily and the working life will be 
shorted. Secondly, when the resonance frequency of the resonance circuit comprised of the capacitor 
capacitance and the power grid inductance is equal to or closed to the frequencies of some harmonic 
components, the harmonic current will be amplified and the capacitor will not run normally because of 
the overheating and over voltage of the capacitor. Furthermore, the existing of the harmonic will lead to 
the pinnacle of the voltage, the corresponding voltage pinnacle will induce partial discharge in the 
medium, and because of the enlargement of the discharge rate and partial discharge intensity, the 
dielectric will age rapidly, so the capacitor working life will be shorted. 
3.2. The hazard of harmonic to power transformer  
The harmonic current will lead to the incensement of the transformer copper loss, which includes the 
resistance loss, eddy-current loss in the conductor and stray loss introduced by flux leakage out of the 
conductor [9]. The harmonic will also increase the iron loss. The magnetic loss will be bigger when the 
voltage waveform becomes worse. Especially, the three times and a multiple of three times of harmonic 
will do extremely harm to the transformer in the delta connection, because the harmonic will form 
circulation in the coil and the coil will be overheated. For the whole planet connection transformer, when 
the neutral-point of the winding is grounded or the neutral-point-grounded capacitor is equipped, the three 
time harmonic resonance may be formed and the added losses of the transformer will increase. 
3.3. The hazard of harmonic to motor 
Hazard of harmonic to motor is mainly to generate additional loss and torque. The added value of loss 
of motor generated by the core and winding will increase. This reason is the hysteresis and eddy current 
increased along with frequency. This phenomenon will reduce the efficiency of the motor, in serious 
condition, even makes motor overheating. Especially the negative sequence harmonics generate negative 
sequence rotating magnetic field in the motor, Torque which generate by negative sequence rotating 
magnetic field and motor rotating direction are opposite, thus reducing the motor output. 
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3.4. The hazard of harmonic to motor relay protection  
When harmonic voltage and harmonic current appear, the once equipment and secondary equipment in 
the system was disturbed and can't work normally. Power system harmonic will change the work 
characteristics of relay protection [10].Different types of relays have different design performance and 
different principle of work, the influence degree of harmonic is also different. Harmonic for electric-
magnetic relay had little effect, when harmonic content is less than 40%, the setting value error will be 
less than or equal to 10%. Reaction type relay of the moving part have high inertia and Low speed of 
action, the influence of harmonic torque to Reaction type relay is not serious. Rectifies type relaying 
protection is constituted by integral phase comparator, when waveform appear harmonic distortion, Zero 
examination is easy to go wrong, thus protection is not correct action. 
4. Summary 
Power electronic switch is a fast open-off switch device, through analyzing the power electronics 
device we know that the application of high voltage quick switch can satisfy the requirements of sensitive 
load. Power electronic switch capacity lack is a real problem and solving capacity lack method is to use 
cascade technology for improving capacity. At the same time detection and control are also existing 
problems for achieving power electronic high voltage quick switch, and we need continue to study in the 
later work. 
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